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Pride Glass /
Skyy Vodka

Vodka brand designs prism-shaped glass for Pride that shines a

rainbow to celebrate diversity and inclusion

ARTICLE 12 JULY 2020

US spirit brand Skyy Vodka (owned by Campari America) has launched a

triangular-shaped vodka glass for its market in Peru. The glass projects a

rainbow when a light is shone into the prism’s base.

The new glass design, through Geometry Peru in Lima, was conceived as a

tribute to Harvey Milk and Gilbert Baker’s Rainbow flag, designed in 1978 as a

symbol of pride for the gay community.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DySMzTGl0tE
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The glass was first launched in Lima last year as part of the brand’s

#StrongerTogether campaign in Peru to celebrate Pride month and was promoted

via a series of events with influencers from the LGBTQIA+ community. The glass

was present in a wide range of bars, restaurants and parties during the Pride

event, including the official Pride March and the Matadero Pride party in Lima.

This year, with live Pride events cancelled because of the pandemic, Skyy

released a new film to promote the glass as a means for people to express their

support for the community, and the glass was sent out to influencers, consumers

and the media. The company has said that the new glass will be an ongoing

initiative and it will continue to expand its exposure in brand events and

touchpoints. 

‘We wanted to create an attractive design object that could become an icon and

demonstrate what the spirit of the brand carries within,’ Geometry Peru’s executive

creative director Adriano Lombardi said of the initiative.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BeOS9VtRhas
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Commitment over tokenism / Pride month has become an increasingly

corporate affair, with a plethora of rainbow-hued products and merchandise.

While it would be tempting to dismiss this glass design as another rainbow

gimmick, Skyy Vodka has a long history in the LGBTQIA+ community, and

has backed up its inclusive messaging with proactive actions. It has been a

supporter of LGBT+ rights since its launch in San Francisco in 1992 and

has regularly campaigned for anti-discrimination legislation. In 2014 Skyy

partnered with US national campaigning organisation Freedom to Marry on its

Toast to Marriage initiative advocating equal marriage for all, in the run-up to

the US Supreme Court’s decision on equal marriage. This year, Skyy is using

its continued sponsorship of ‘Virtual Pride’ to help give back to LGBTQIA+

communities that have been affected by Covid-19, including providing

support to bars that were forced to close as a result of the quarantine.

In another act of support for the community, in February 2020, Skyy

partnered with Mindshare USA to become the first brand to use the media

agency’s LGBTQ private marketplace (PMP). This seeks to counteract the

unintended consequence of keyword blacklists, which have resulted in certain

audiences, such the LGBTQ community, being excluded. The PMP

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/opinions/pride-for-sale/
https://www.elle.com/culture/a28068790/pride-brands-rainbow-merch-review/
https://www.toasttomarriage.com/
https://www.rollingstone.com/product-recommendations/lifestyle/pride-2020-events-merch-brands-1013349/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/skyy-vodka-and-mindshare-usa-take-a-stand-to-support-lgbtq-journalism-301011965.html
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aggregates publishers into one negotiated inclusion list so that brands

support LGBTQ-specific publications as well as the LGBTQ content at

broader publications. 

Adopting platforms such as this shows that Skyy isn’t just paying lip-service

to its inclusive values. As Contagious wrote in a recent article in its quarterly

magazine on brand safety and its impact on inclusivity: ‘Brands that trade on

their inclusive values can’t just be passive or defensive about it. They need to

go out and demonstrate a genuine support of diversity and inclusion through

proactive action.’ Seen in this context, this glass adds up to more than a token

gesture; it is part of a wide range of brand activity supporting the

LGBTQIA+ community that is long-standing and multifaceted. 

Elevating the product experience / Branded glassware has a long

history (a record of an Anheuser-Busch embossed glass in the US dates

back as far as the 1870s). They can provide a way to enhance the drinking

experience, achieve standout on shelf, recruit new drinkers and revive interest

in the brand. The redesign of Stella Artois’ chalice glass in 2009 to

complement the launch of ‘Stella Artois 4%’ reportedly helped to increase

sales by 14%, when compared to outlets which used the older version of the

glasses. Branded glasses, with specific shapes and designs, can become

distinctive brand assets. 

https://boakandbailey.com/2016/05/qa-who-started-branding-glassware-when-and-why/
https://academic.oup.com/alcalc/article/49/3/317/209857
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But Skyy’s Pride Glass takes it up a level from a simple embossed logo or

shape. In the way that it projects a rainbow onto others when someone shines

a light on the base, the Pride Glass offers a shared experience through which

users can say something about their own identity and values. As such, Skyy

has the potential to create a playful ritual around the product and

consumption occasion (along the lines of Oreo’s ‘lick, twist, dunk’). While

other vodka brands such as Absolut could feasibly also have done this

(vodka as a whole has become the spirit of choice at Pride), Skyy has earned

the credibility to do so, and if it commits to distributing and promoting the

glasses in the long term, could succeed in establishing a distinctive asset,

one that helps communicate its values, deliver a shared experience for the

LGBTQIA+ community and differentiate itself from other vodka brands in

bars and on-trade.

https://vinepair.com/articles/vodka-lgbtq-pride/

